Abstract: Applying Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) methods to determine structural details of biomolecules (e.g. proteins) is one of the key trends in nanotechnology. Here we present the analysis of a Langmuir-Blodgett film of hydrofobin HFBI. The statistical analysis is based on an accurate procedure of data detrending to study the quasi-crystalline clusters of the HFBI layer. A statistical improvement method of signal to noise ratio was used. It relies on the variation of the crystallographic lattice superimposed on a quasi-periodical data set. The procedure produces optimal values of crystallographic periods and orientations of the symmetry axes. This information is used for selecting coherent data sets within a crystallographic cluster. Superposition of cells from the same cluster and calculation of an average periodical structure improves the signal to noise ratio, which leads from nano to subnano resolution of the protein structure. The number of superimposed cells N defines the resolution gain factor N 1/2 . In the case of hydrofobin, the value of N lies in the range of 25-100. This allows for the determination of fine structural details of HFBI. Average structures obtained from different domains of the protein layer also show a high degree of reproducibility.
THE AIM
Surface layers of highly ordered proteinaceous structures of different bacteria including those living in non typical environments [1] gave rise to special research directions of S-layers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . If the structures are chemically dissolved, they occasionally show the ability to reassemble, sometimes even on a solid substrate surface [10] . This renders biotechnological applications of S-layer methodology possible [11] , including their AFM studies [10] [11] [12] [13] . In addition, Scanning Probe Microscopy with nano resolution has been used to resolve the structural details in Langmuir-Blogett films of highly ordered hydrofobin HFBI [14] [15] [16] , a surface active protein produced by filamentous fungus Trichoderma reesei [17] . This paper is focused on the protein structure analysis of HFBI from SPM records. In particular, we present an optimization method for finding periods and crystallographic axes within a quasi periodic protein layer. The approach can be divided into two steps: 1) preprocessing of the raw SPM data, with the aim of removing some empirical artefacts, and 2) optimal detection of the periodical structure. The second step is essentially based on improving the signal to noise ratio by statistical methods based on averaging over several periodicity cells of the protein lattice. The superposition of a number of periodicity cells is straightforward if the optimal values of the periods are known. Therefore, step 2´s main emphasis is on the optimal detection of the lattice periods.
METHODS
Analysis of SPM data can be divided into three main steps:
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2) Application of optimization methods for detecting periods and symmetry axis within selected crystallographic clusters.
3) Statistical analysis of the results for different crystallographic clusters.
I. Preprocessing
We illustrate the main preprocessing methods using SPM data of a HFBI layer [14] . Fig. (1) shows the raw data representing a HFBI layer on the surface of a flat substrate. Detilting (removing the slope) of the data can be made by the "surfit" method, c.f. Matlab File Exchange http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/load Author.do?objectId=1094148&objectType=author. Fig. (2) shows the data, detilted by subtracting a leastsquare fitted plane. One can see some data clusters which are still not coplanar, because top and bottom of the figure have lower values than in the middle. Better flattening is achieved by a quadratic bipolynomial. Fig. (3) shows the data after eliminating a parabolic cylinder obtained by "surfit" with degree 2 in y-direction and degree 0 in x-direction. This allows crystallographic clusters to be presented with much higher contrast. As the colorbar shows, the data within the HFBI film vary in a range of approximately 1 nm. The drift of the scanned rows is evident and is expressed in stripes around row 70 and row 180. Deep dark spots reflecting some substrate imperfections are scaled to about 2 nm. The spots depict the evident difficulty of eliminating the drift. Thus, if we eliminate the row drift by subtracting the average value, we get the result shown in Fig. (4) . Narrow stripes occurring in figure 3 disappear, but shadow artefacts are now created due to large scale substrate imperfections represented as wide dark stripes in Fig. (4) . To avoid this artefact, a special procedure of dedrifting was used. This is conveniently done using Matlab NaNotechnology (NaN means Not a Number) by setting values under a certain threshold to NaN. To discriminate between the signal and structural imperfections, it is informative to build a histogram of all data values shown in Fig. (5A) . The signal (right peak) and the dark spots (left peak) are well separated, therefore the boundary between them is well defined and one can flatten the rows while ignoring the lattice imperfections. A new converged histogram Fig. (5B) can be obtained by repeating this procedure several times, which leads to well dedrifted data (Fig. 6) . Note that the range of data scattering has remarkably decreased, and the main peak corresponding to the signal values is much sharper than before.
After flattening and dedrifting the raw SPM data, different clusters (islands) of crystallographically consistent data sets were selected (Fig. 7) . These clusters are denoted according to their positions. Each data cluster was analyzed independently, both in terms of crystallographic periods and average structure.
II. Algorithms
The detection of periods, including the orientations of the symmetry axis in a given data cluster, is based on autocorrelation analysis. As a criterion for the reproducibility of structures belonging to the same cluster, the variance of the elementary structure collected from different cells was selected. Cells are arranged in a 3D array with the variances in all pixels calculated in the 3 rd dimension. The average of these variances is taken as a structure variance within a cluster. The calculated periods within a cluster minimize this variance.
After the periods have been found, the protein structure within a given cluster is calculated by averaging the local structures. The contributions of different cells are weighted by coefficients depending on their deviation from the average. This feature can also be used for automatic cluster extension. Cells with strongly deviating structures are completely excluded, while the cells with normal contents are accepted for the cluster extension. To compare reconstituted structures from different clusters, an additional numerical procedure was used which searches for the minimal discrepancy between two compared structures. Fig. (8) . The lattice in this cluster was split into two parts, LOWer and HIGHer (in Fig. 8 ) blue and red respectively). The optimal lattice periods were found independently in both parts, and then in the whole cluster. The results for lower and higher parts are shown in Fig. (9) . Fig. (9) shows the weighted HFBI patterns (A: lower, B: higher cells). The colorbar scales the heights from 0.02 nm to 0.22 nm. Both figures are very similar. The difference is the slight increase in noise in higher cells. Therefore, the apparent contrast seems to be slightly weaker in Fig. 9B . However, all the structural details in both figures are very similar. Thus, we have a high degree of structure reproducibility within the SW cluster. In both cases, a quantitative Fig. (5) . Histograms of all data values after two-dimensional drift elimination: all points (A) and imperfections ignored (B). Improvement due to NaNo-flattening is expressed in a much sharper peak of data containing the signal in B.
RESULTS

One of the data clusters (SW) is shown in
Fig. (8).
Higher (red) and lower (blue) parts of SW data. Separate analysis allows for a quantitative characterization of reproducibility. Fig. (6) . Flat HFBI data produced by surfit and NaNo dedrifting of the scanned rows. characterization of this reproducibility is given by period values shown below the x-axis. The difference between both versions is small. Figs. (9C, D) summarize the results from the SW cluster. Fig. (9C) corresponds to weighted pattern, and D to mean pattern, constructed by simple averaging over all participating cells. The difference is weakly expressed indicating a high quality of both empirical data and optimal analysis.
Both Fig. (10) and Fig. (11) confirm the uniqueness of the minimum. After the periods were calculated in all data clusters, the average structures were constructed. The degree of periodicity can be checked by the presence or absence of jumps at the cell boundaries. This becomes clear if one repeats such structures in both directions. An example of doubling the structure is shown in Fig. (12) . For the purpose of cross-cluster comparison, an elementary average structure from one of the clusters is moved around the centre of a double structure from another island to find the optimal correspondence between the clusters (minimal cross variance or maximal correlation coefficient). Both criteria show the same extreme point.
As can be seen from Table 1 , the correlation coefficient, which serves as a quantitative measure for reproducibility between the islands, is very high (the minimum value is about 86%). The cluster NO primarily shows the highest correlation compared to other data islands. In Fig. (14) the standardized optimal structures (with respect to NO) are displayed. These locally optimal average structures, standardized by comparison with the NO cluster, can be used for calculation of a global average structure (Fig. 15) .
SUMMARY
We suggest a procedure for deriving protein structure from periodical SPM data, based on selecting crystallographically consistent clusters from preliminarily flattened and dedrifted data by minimization of the structure variance. The method provides an optimal tool for extracting information from empirical data and is superior to conventionally used Fourier analysis, which is only applicable to rectangular data matrices. Fig. (15) . Global doubled average hydrophobin structure from different cluster structures standardized with respect to NO. Fig. (13) . Dependence of the correlation coefficient (left) and variance (right) between the SW and NO cluster on the position of the elementary structure. Fig. (14) . Optimal elementary average structures for all 6 islands standardized by comparison with the cluster NO.
